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I INTRODUCTION 

This dispute from an industrial insurance claim. The 

Petitioner, in the course o his employment with Respondent, developed 

an occupational disease. s a result, he filed an industrial insurance claim 

and the claim was allowe . Eventually, the claim was closed with an 

award of pennanent parti 1 disability. The Petitioner requested that the 

supervisor of the Depar ment of Labor and Industries, in its sole 

discretion, authorize cant nued life-sustaining medical treatment under 

RCW 51.36.01 0. The sup isor denied that request, stating: 

The law does not ennit the Department to consider the 
discretionary autho ization for life-sustaining treatment per 
the second pro vis of RCW 51.36.010 after a claim is 
closed with pennan nt partial disability award. 

Clerk's Papers (CP) at 101. 

II. IDE TITY OF RESPONDENT 

The answering espondent rs Lockheed Martin Hanford 

Corporation, the Petitioner s employer and one of the Respondents in the 

Court of Appeals. 

III. COUN ERSTATEMENT OF ISSUE 

The Respondent co tends the Petitioner has failed to state a proper 

issue for discretionary revi w. But Respondent notes, without waiving its 

objection, that the issue as ramed by the Court of Appeals on page one of 



its decision is the correct y stated issue before the Court of Appeals: 

"Does RCW 51.36.0 I 0 pro ide the supervisor of industrial insurance with 

discretion to consider ex ending life-sustaining medical and surgical 

treatment to workers in all ases that the department has accepted and then 

closed, or only cases of p m1anent total disability?" Dep 't of Labor & 

Indus., et. a/. v. Slaugh, N .31081-7-III, slip op. at 1 (Court of Appeals, 

October 31, 2013). 

IV. COUNTERST ATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The Respondent ac epts as its Statement of the Case the statement 

of facts which the Court o Appeals provided in its opinion. Slaugh, slip 

op. at 2-4. 

The Respondent otes that the Petitioner has provided his 

"Argument" under the h ading of "Statement of the Case" without 

providing a statement f the case as required and defined by 

RAP 13.4( c)(6). 

V. ARGUMENT HY REVIEW SHOULD BE DENIED 

The Petitioner, pur uant to RAP 13 .4(b ), has asserted that this 

Court should accept discre ionary review on the sole basis that the issue 

presented to the Court of A peals is of such substantial public interest that 

it should be detennined b the Supreme Court. RAP 13.4(b)(4); Pet. at 

12-13. In response, the Re pondent contends the reasoning of the Court of 
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Appeals is a straightforwar assessment of the plain language of the RCW 

51.36.010 using settled pri1 ciples of statutory construction that no public 

interest would be impaired should this Court decline review until some 

later date in the unlikely ev nt that other divisions of the Court of Appeals 

publish interpretations of tl is statute which conflict with that provided by 

the Court of Appeals (Divis on III). 

A. RCW 51.36.010 

RCW 51.36.0 10, th stature at issue, provides in relevant part as 

follows: 

*** 
[ 1] Upon the occu ence of any injury to a worker 
entitled to compen ation under the provisions of 
this title, he or he shall receive proper and 
necessary medical a d surgical services at the hands 
of a physician or lie nsed advanced registered nurse 
practitioner of h s or her own choice, if 
conveniently locat d, and proper and necessary 
hospital care and se ices during the period of his or 
her disability from uch injury. [2] The department 
for state fund clair s shall pay, in accordance with 
the department's fee schedule, for any alleged injury 
for which a wor er files a claim, any initial 
prescription drugs p ovided in relation to that initial 
visit, without regar to whether the worker's claim 
for benefits is allo ed. [3] In all accepted claims, 
treatment shall be imited in point of duration as 
follows: [3.1] In t e case of permanent partial 
disability, not to xtend beyond the date when 
compensation shall be awarded him or her, except 
when the worker ret med to work before pennanent 
partial disability aw rd is made, in such case not to 
extend beyond the ime when monthly allowances 
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to him or her s all cease; [3.2] in case of 
temporary disabili not to extend beyond the time 
when monthly allow nces to him or her shall cease: 
[Proviso 1] PROV DED, That after any injured 
worker has returne to his or her work his or her 
medical and surgica treatment may be continued if, 
and so long as, uch continuation is deemed 
necessary by the su ervisor of industrial insurance 
to be necessary t his or her more complete 
recovery; [3.3] in case of a permanent total 
disability not to ext nd beyond the date on which a 
lump sum settlemen is made with him or her or he 
or she is placed up n the pennanent pension roll: 
[Proviso 2] PROV DED, HOWEVER, That the 
supervisor of indus rial insurance, solely in his or 
her discretion, may uthorize continued medical and 
surgical treatment for conditions previously 
accepted by the dep rtment when such medical and 
surgical treatment is deemed necessary by the 
supervisor of indus rial insurance to protect such 
worker's life or pr vide for the administration of 
medical and the apeutic measures including 
payment of presc iption medications, but not 
including those c ntrolled substances currently 
scheduled by the state board of phannacy as 
Schedule I, II, III, r IV substances under chapter 
69.50 RCW, whi h are necessary to alleviate 
continuing pain wl ich results from the industrial 
injury. [ 4] In ord r to authorize such continued 
treatment the writt n order of the supervisor of 
industrial insuranc issued in advance of the 
continuation shall be necessary. [Emphasis 
supplied.] 

B. SYNTATIC ST UCTURE OF RCW 51.36.010 

Syntactically, in th's quoted portion of the statute, there are four 

sentences. They are labele [1], [2], [3] and [4]. The sentence labeled [3] 
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1s m dispute as to the sc pe of application (or reference) of the last 

proviso, designated above s "Proviso 2". 

The syntactical stm ture of sentence [3] is that of an independent 

clause comprising a noun phrase as subject ["treatment"] and a verb 

phrase as predicate ["shall be limited in point of duration as follows:"], 

with the predicate having list of three adverbial infinitive phrases ["not 

to extend ... "] modifying th main verb ["shall be limited"] and introduced 

by a colon. The three liste adverbial infinitive phrases are labeled [3.1], 

[3.2], and [3.3]. Each list d adverbial infinitive phrase is demarcated by 

semicolons based on the ategory of disability benefits available to the 

worker, with each catego y being introduced through a prepositional 

phrase: "In the case of p nnanent partial disability ... ", "in the case of 

temporary disability ... ", nd "in the case of pennanent total disability 

" 

Each adverbial in phrase contains subordinates clauses. 

The first phrase [3 .1] has subordinate clause beginning with the word, 

"except," limiting the portion of the phrase that precedes it. The second 

phrase [3 .2] has a sub rdinate clause beginning with the word, 

"PROVIDED," enlarging t e portion of the phrase that precedes it. The 

third phrase [3.3] has a ubordinate clause beginning with the word, 

"PROVIDED HOWEVE " enlarging the portion of the phrase that 
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precedes it. Each listed dverbial infinitive phrase and its attendant 

subordinate clause is dema cated by a semicolon, and, within the bounds 

of these semicolons, shoul be considered a self-contained grammatical 

unit. 

C. SEMANTIC ST UCTURE OF RCW 51.36.010 

Semantically, RCW 51.36.01 0, as illuminated by its syntax, has a 

plain meaning. Sentence [ 1] states the general rule that the worker receive 

"proper and necessary" me ical treatment during the period of his or her 

disability from such injur . Proper and necessary medical treatment is 

defined in WAC 296-20-010. Generally, under WAC 296-20-010, proper 

and necessary medical tre tment ends when the worker is at maximum 

medical improvement. 

Sentence [2], irrele ant to this dispute here, concerns the duty of 

the department in state fun claims to pay for initial prescription drugs as 

to the initial visit with a ph sician, without regard to whether the worker's 

claim for benefits is allowe . 

Sentence [3], the fo us of this dispute, states that medical treatment 

shall be limited in point o duration as particularized in three situations: 

[3 .1] "in the case of penn nent partial disability"; [3 .2] "in the case of 

temporary disability"; and 3.3] "in the case ofpennanent total disability". 
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The phrase [3 .I] pr vi des that medical benefits end when a worker 

receives an award for a p nnanent partial disability unless the worker 

retums to work beforeha d, in which case he/she is subject to the 

limitation on medical ben fits as to temporarily disabled workers [3.2] 

(see below). WAC 296- 0-19000 defines pennanent partial disability 

generally. The worker is eligible for an award for pennanent patiial 

disability once he/she rea hes maximum medical improvement. Under 

RCW 51.16.120( 1 ), an aw rd of penn anent partial disability to a worker 

found to have a pennanent otal disability is paid into the reserve fund. So 

the limitation provided it [3 .I] is inapplicable to a worker with a 

pennanent total disability [ .3]. 

A worker not pe 1anently totally disabled may reopen his/her 

claim when the allowed co dition objectively worsens after claim closure 

(viz., for example, if h she needs treatment to save his/her life). 

Moreover, under WAC 29 -20-097, "necessary treatment should not be 

deferred pending a depart! ent or self-insurer adjudication decision" on 

the reopening application. Boise Cascade Corp. \'. Huizar, 76 Wn. App. 

676,686,887P.2d417(19 4). 

The phrase [3.2] provides that medical benefits end for a 

temporari(v disabled work r when the worker's time loss payments end 

(viz., when the worker retu ns to work and, if applicable, payments for loss 
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of eaming potential end)-- nless under proviso 1 the department believes 

the worker needs medi al treatment to reach maximum medical 

improvement, given that o occasion a worker may return to work even 

though he/she is not at max mum medical improvement. 

The phrase [3 .3] rovides that medical benefits end when a 

permanent~v disabled wor er obtains a pension--unless under proviso 2 

the department, in its di cretion, believes the worker needs medical 

treatment ( 1) to protect his/her life and/or (2) to provide therapy, 

excluding narcotic medica ions, to alleviate continuing pain. A worker 

may be at maximum medi a! improvement and still have continuing pain 

and need maintenance trea ment-viz .. non-curative or non-rehabilitative 

treatment needed to preven hann to the worker. Unlike a worker with a 

pennanent partial disabilit , a worker with a pennanent total disability 

needs the relief provided nder proviso 2 because he/she cannot reopen 

his/her claim to receive furt 1er life saving treatment. 

D. PETITIONER'S ARGUMENT 

Set against the synt ctic and semantic structure of RCW 51.36.010 

provided above, the Petitio er argues that proviso 2 in phrase [3.3] refers 

not only to its adjacent phr se [3.3] but also to non-adjacent phrases [3.1] 

and [3.2]. Pet. at 5. Th Petitioner's argument is two pronged, and 

contradictory. 
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1. FIRST PRON 

RESPONDENT'S REBUTT A 

OF PETITIONER'S ARGUMENT AND 

On the first prong o his argument, the Petitioner argues that RCW 

51.36.010 has an unambi ous, plain meaning such that as to claims 

closed with an award of pe nanent partial disability, the department, in its 

discretion, may authorize ontinued medical treatment ( 1) to protect the 

worker's life and/or (2 to provide therapy, excluding narcotic 

medications, to alleviate ontinuing pain. Pet. at 1. The Petitioner 

announces the interpretive keys he believes inhere in the language and 

structure of the statute that compel this Court to accept his interpretation. 

The Petitioner appears to have four keys. These keys are by nature 

syntactic rather than seman ic. None is persuasive. 

(1) First Key. Th Petitioner asserts the premise that "a colon 

may introduce a summi g up, and [sic] illustration, quotation, or 

enumeration, for which the previous words in the sentence have prepared 

the reader." LOIS IRENE HUTCHINSON, STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR 

SECRET ARIES (8 111 ed. 197 ); Stuart v. East Valley Consolidated School 

District No. 361, 61 Wn.2d 571, 575, 379 P.2d 369 (1963). Pet. at 6. The 

Petitioner argues this gr mmatical role for the colon supports his 

interpretation of the statut . Pet. at 6. The subordinate clause of the 

phrase [3.3) on which th Petitioner relies is introduced by a colon 
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followed by the words "PR VIDEO, HOWEVER." He argues that such 

punctuation, without parag aph breaks preceding it, clearly indicates that 

the clause following the co on is a "summing up" for which the previous 

words in the sentence have repared the reader. Pet. at 7. Therefore, as he 

argues, the qualifying clau e refers to phrases [3 .1] and [3 .2] as well as 

[3.3]. Pet. at 7. 

This argument is wi hout merit. The stated premise fails to support 

the conclusion. That is, t e premise supports the contrary conclusion

namely, the qualifying cla se introduced by a colon is explanatory and 

restrictive of that clause t which it is appended, with that clause being 

demarcated from the claus that precedes it by a semicolon. See Stuart v. 

East Valley Consolidated chao! District No. 361, 61 Wn.2d 571, 575, 

379 P.2d 369 (1963). 

(2) Second Key. he Petitioner asserts the premise that "an act 

should be read as punctuat d unless there is some reason to do otherwise". 

2A NORMAN J. SINGER, S ATUTES AND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION 

§47:15 at 264 (6th ed. 20 0). Pet. at 7. The Petitioner argues that the 

Court of Appeals in its ana ysis, when it broke the statute into paragraphs, 

strayed from this interpreti e key, thereby distorting the statute's meaning. 

Pet. at 7. 
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This argument is w thout merit. The conclusion does not follow 

from the premise. The Co rt of Appeals analyzed the statute on the basis 

of its syntax as created by tl e Legislature. At one point in its analysis, the 

Comi of Appeals fonnatted the series of adverbial infinitive phrases of the 

predicate of sentence [3], a demarcated by the semicolons, such that the 

parallel grammatical structt re of that series was displayed to aide readers 

in following its textual ana ysis. The statute was not refonnatted, as the 

Petitioner alleges, into para aphs. 

(3) Third Key. he Petitioner asserts the premise that "the 

meamng of a statute w uld typically heed the commands of its 

punctuation ... a purporte plain meaning analysis based only upon 

punctuation is necessarily incomplete and runs the risk of distorting a 

statutes true meaning." U. . Nat'/ Bank of Oregon v. Indep. Ins. Agents of 

Am .. Inc., 508 U.S. 439, 4 4, 113 S. Ct. 2173, 124 L.Ed.2d 402 (1993). 

Pet. at 7-8. (This key, as q oted, commands that semantic assessment of a 

statute be guided, but not trumped, by a syntactic interpretation.) The 

Petitioner then argues th t the Court of Appeals, by inappropriately 

imposing paragraph breaks, completely refonnatted the statute to confonn 

to its incorrectly imposed 1 eaning. Pet. at 8. 

This argument is w thout merit. The conclusion does not follow 

from the premise. As sta ed above, the Court of Appeals analyzed the 
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statute on the basis of its s ntax as created by the Legislature and on the 

basis of the semantics or m aning of the statute as guided but not trumped 

by that syntax. point in its analysis, the Court of Appeals 

fonnatted the series of a verbial infinitive phrases of the predicate of 

sentence [3], as demarcat d by the semicolons, such that the parallel 

grammatical structure of 

following its textual anal 

series was displayed to aide readers in 

The statute was not refonnatted, as the 

Petitioner alleges, into para raphs. 

(4) Fourth Key. he Petitioner asserts the premise that when 

construing a statute, the ourt should construe the statute as a whole, 

trying both to accommo ate all the language and to hannonize its 

provisions. City of Seattl v. Fontanilla, 128 Wn.2d 492, 498, 909 P.2d 

1294 ( 1996). Pet. at 11. h this regard, he also asserts a premise that "the 

presence of a comma befl re the qualifying phrase is evidence that the 

qualifier is intended to pply to all antecedents instead of only the 

immediately preceding one" Judson v. Assoc. Meats & Seafoods, 32 Wn. 

App. 794, 800-801, 651 P.2d 222 (1982); 2A NORMAN J. SINGER, 

STATUTES AND STATUTO Y CONSTRUCTION §47-33 [sic] (6111 ed. 2000). 

Pet. at 11. The Petitioner hen argues that "this particular emphasis with 

capitalization and commas and with no paragraph breaks within the body 

of the statute shows that he intent of the legislation was to allow the 
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discretion of the Director o be extended m all cases of closure of the 

claim." Pet. at 5. 

This argument is wi bout merit. It is unsound. First, the premise 

about commas is inapprop ·ate to this statute, as written, as the Court of 

Appeals cogently discussed on page 11 of its opinion. The phrases were 

separated by semicolons, not commas, and the qualifying clauses 

(provisos 1 and 2) were in roduced by colons, not commas. There is no 

syntactic or semantic nece sity that the final qualifier (introduced by the 

tenns "PROVIDED, HOW VER,") referred to or qualified phrases [3.1] 

and [3.2], rather than me ely the last phrase [3.3]. Indeed, the "last 

antecedent rule" dictated tl at the qualifying clauses referred only to the 

immediately preceding ant cedent phrase from its tail demarcated by a 

colon to its head demarcate from the phrase that immediately preceded it 

by a semicolon. Boeing v. ep 't Licensing, 103 Wn.2d 581, 587, 693 P.2d 

104 ( 1985). 

2. SECOND 

RESPONDENT'S REBUTT L 

OF PETITIONER'S ARGUMENT AND 

On the second pror g of the Petitioner's argument, he argues that 

RCW 51.36.0 l 0 has no pla·n meaning, and so is ambiguous. Pet. at 5. To 

establish that ambiguity, h invokes three tests. First, he argues that if the 

Court of Appeals requires ages of analysis to explicate the plain meaning 
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of the statute, then ipso fac o the statute has no plain meaning. Pet. at 8. 

If the statute has no plain r eaning, it is ambiguous. If it is ambiguous, 

then RCW 51.12.0 I 0 requi es the Court to resolve the ambiguity in the 

Petitioner's favor. Pet. at 9 11. 

The Court of Appeals analyzed 

this statute cogently and c ncisely according to stated legal precedents 

about the proper procedur for interpreting a statute. None of those 

precedents is consistent wit 1 the Petitioner's proposed procedure, and the 

Petitioner has cited no case uthorizing such a proposed procedure. 

The Court of Appe I spent four pages in introductory remarks, in 

stating the issue, and in id ntifying the appropriate standard of review .. 

Slaugh. slip op. at 4-8. It spent two pages methodically explicating the 

obvious syntactical structure of the statute. Slaugh. slip op. at 8-1 0. It 

spent a page explicating h w the semantic structure of the statute was 

consistent with its syntacti al structure. Slaugh, slip op. at 10-11. And it 

spent four pages explain ng and dismissing the Petitioner's various 

art,'1llnents for his position. Slaugh, slip op. at 11-15. 

Second, the Petiti ner argues that if the Board of Industrial 

Insurance Appeals construe the statute differently from both the Superior 

Court and the Court of Ap ea1s, then ipso facto the statute is ambiguous. 
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Pet. at 12. If it is ambiguo s, then RCW 51.12.010 requires the Court to 

resolve the ambiguity in the Petitioner's favor. 

This argument is wi hout merit. Appellate court review of a purely 

legal issue is de novo. Por of Seattle ''· Pollution Control Hearings Ed., 

151 Wn.2d 568, 593, 90 .3d 659 (2004). If the Petitioner's argument 

were accepted, it would ov rtum longstanding case law on the standard of 

review in appellate courts, nd no appeal would be practicable. 

Third, the Petitioner argues that if the Court of Appeals must resort 

to a "multitude of authori " (various grammar guides) to interpret the 

statute, then ipso facto th statute is ambiguous. Pet. at 5. If it is 

ambiguous, then RCW 51.12.010 requires the Couti to resolve the 

ambiguity in the Petitioner' favor. 

This argument is ithout merit. If this argument is a legal 

argument, it has no suppm ing cited legal authority. If this argument is a 

factual statement, it is vac ous. The Court of Appeals' in its "Analysis" 

cited to several grammar ides to explain traditional mles of grammar, 

such as the identification o clauses and parallel grammatical structure and 

the function of commas, emicolons, colons. Slaugh, slip op. at 8-10. 

Each authority reinforced he other. None of the authorities apparently 

provided any basis support'ng the Petitioner's interpretive arguments. 
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I. CONCLUSION 

For the preceding r sons, this Court should deny the Petition for 

Review. 

Respectfully submitt d this 16111 day of December 2013. 

Wallace, Klor & Mann, P.C. 

By: wrence E. Wann, WSB 
William A. Masters, WSB 
Attorneys for Respondent Lockheed 
Martin Hanford Corp. 
5800 Meadows Road, Suite 220 
Lake Oswego, OR 97035 
Phone: (503) 224-8949 
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